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NetEnt launches suspense-filled 
SpinsaneTM – a wolf-themed slot with 
serious bite 

 

Spinsane is a high-energy game with a land-based feel and big pay-out 
potential.  

 

Spinsane, the latest release from NetEnt’s world-leading production studio, is a high-energy 
game with a land-based feel and big pay-out potential.  
 
The 5-reel, 3-row, 27-line video slot is based on classic stepper mechanics and has a look 
and feel that brings the ultimate slot machine experience, boosted with suspense effects 
randomly activated to add to the excitement. 
 
Wild symbols, Scatter symbols, regular symbols, super symbols, and blank spaces can 
appear on the reels. For each winning bet line, super symbols can substitute for the regular 

symbols of the same kind to pay the highest possible winning combination. The game 
features Free Spins with one random Overlay Wild Reel for each spin. Scatter symbols in 
Free Spins also rewards players with additional free spins.   
 
“Spinsane is built to be simple with big pay-out potential, but with multiple features to tease 
and thrill it’s also designed to entertain.  With up to 9000 times your stake it will appeal to 
fans of high variance and land based mechanical slots alike. Something quite new to our 
portfolio and very exciting release for NetEnt” , said Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of 
Games. 
 
Play Spinsane video slot for free here 
 

https://games.netent.com/video-slots/spinsane/


 
 

For additional information please contact:  
press@netent.com  
 
 

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s  

most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 

1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge 

platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition. 

NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, 
Gothenburg, New Jersey, Krakow and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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